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Abstract. A novel region-based multiple object tracking framework based on
Kalman filtering and elastic matching is proposed. The proposed Kalman
filtering-elastic matching model is general in two significant ways. First, it is
suitable for tracking of both, rigid and elastic objects. Second, it is suitable for
tracking using both, fixed cameras and moving cameras since the method does
not rely on background subtraction. The elastic matching algorithm exploits both
the spectral features and structural features of the tracked objects, making it more
robust and general in the context of object tracking. The proposed tracking framework can be viewed as a generalized Kalman filter where the elastic matching
algorithm is used to measure the velocity field which is then approximated using
B-spline surfaces. The control points of the B-spline surfaces are directly used
as the tracking variables in a grid-based Kalman filtering model. The limitations
of the Gaussian distribution assumption in the Kalman filter are overcome by the
large capture range of the elastic matching algorithm. The B-spline approximation of the velocity field is used to update the spectral features of the tracked objects in the grid-based Kalman filter model. The dynamic nature of these spectral
features are subsequently used to reason about occlusion. Experimental results
on tracking of multiple objects in real-time video are presented.

1 Introduction and Background
Multiple object tracking is challenging in several aspects. The first challenge arises
from mutual occlusion between objects. When occlusion occurs, some objects are partially or totally invisible. This makes it hard to accurately localize the position of the
occluded object and track the occluded object continuously. The second challenge is
the formulation of a good object model. A good object model should be able to capture the most important and relevant information about the object and facilitate fast and
reliable tracking. The ability to deal with occlusion depends, to a great extent, on the
object model. The third challenge is to be able to accurately predict the object position
and update the prediction via accurate localization. The fourth challenge is to meet the
real time constraints of most tracking applications in the real world. Fast and accurate
object localization over time is the ultimate objective of a tracking system.
Generally speaking, there exist three broad categories of object models in the context of tracking: contour-based models [1], [5], [8], [9], region-based models [2], [3],
[4], and feature point-based models [10], [12]. The contour-based model does not encode any color or edge information within the interior of the object. The contour information by itself is not enough to handle general instances of occlusion. In the absence of
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any spectral information, feature point-based tracking methods are easily distracted by
noisy feature points in the background and are, by their very nature, limited to objects
rich in feature points. A region-based object model is more suitable when occlusion is
present since it encodes the spectral information.
Occlusion handling is another important issue that arises in multiple object tracking
systems and is closely intertwined with the choice of the object model. In the case of
contour-based models, the robustness of the occlusion reasoning is highly dependent on
the quality of object segmentation and typically, only simple cases are well handled [8].
Region-based object models that rely primarily on color/gray level histograms of the
moving regions are not well suited to handle occlusion since no object shape information is available. Correspondence-based schemes [3] for occlusion handling typically
compute only a statistical probability that a pixel of a given color belongs to a specific
object which does not ensure accurate object localization.
Object position estimation/prediction is also an important issue in multiple object
tracking. An accurate estimation of the new location of the tracked object, provides
a good starting point for the tracking system. Some tracking systems do not rely on
estimation, instead, the results of matching and correspondence analysis are used to determine the new position of the tracked object [3], [10]. However, since moving objects
typically exhibit spatial coherence, position prediction is both, feasible and computationally advantageous. The Kalman filter is a popular technique used to predict the
position(s) of the tracked object(s) on account of its computational simplicity [8], [9].
Also, the Kalman filtering algorithm is computationally less intensive than the particle
filter. It is for the above reasons that the Kalman filter is used in our tracking algorithm.

2 Overview of the Approach
In this paper, a region-based model that combines the Kalman filtering algorithm with
elastic matching is proposed for multiple object tracking. Each object is modeled as a
network of grids. The color information and the feature points are extracted for each
grid. The object contour and the object shape information are automatically encoded
within the grid network. The Kalman filtering algorithm is used as the velocity prediction model on account of its simplicity. The velocity fields of the tracked objects
are represented using B-spline surfaces. One of the advantages of the proposed model
is that the tracked object can possess different velocity (or displacement) vectors in
the different image regions that comprise the tracked object. This permits tracking of
both rigid and elastic objects. Another advantage of the proposed model is that the approximation of the object contour as a convex contour or by a combination of several
elliptical contours as done in [8] is not necessary. Highly elastic objects such as fish can
be easily modeled and tracked using the proposed method.
The elastic matching algorithm is used to accurately localize the tracked objects
in the proposed model. Elastic matching has been used widely for deformable object
recognition [6]. In this paper, elastic matching is shown to be potentially well suited
for tracking of deformable objects. In the event of inaccurate prediction by the Kalman
filtering algorithm, the elastic matching algorithm can still guide the tracking towards
the optimal solution, thus overcoming the limitations of the Gaussian distribution as-
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sumption in the Kalman filtering algorithm. Another advantage of elastic matching is
that the tracking results are not dependent on the accuracy of the background subtraction used to extract the moving objects. This makes it possible to track moving objects
with a moving camera.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The overall tracking model is described
in Sections 3 and the three sub-models, i.e., the object model, the prediction model and
the velocity measurement model are described in Section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
Section 4 describes the occlusion reasoning algorithm in detail. Section 5 presents experimental results for the proposed tracking scheme on video data from indoor and
outdoor scenes. Section 6 concludes the paper with direction for future research.

3 The Proposed Tracking Model
The proposed tracking model is composed of three sub-models: the object model, the
velocity estimation model and the velocity measurement model. The object model defines the features for object representation and the tracking parameters. The features
used in the object model incorporate both color (spectral) and edge (structural) information of the tracked objects. The velocity estimation model uses a canonical Kalman
filtering algorithm. B-spline surfaces are used to approximate the object velocity field
considering that the velocity in the image plane could potentially vary at different pixels
belonging to the same object. For example, when a person bows or starts to run, the upper and lower portions of the person’s body may undergo different displacements. The
control points of the B-spline surfaces are used as estimation variables in the Kalman
filtering algorithm. The B-spline surface approximation smoothes the velocity field obtained via elastic matching, resulting in a velocity field that more closely approximates
the real world motion. Using B-spline surface approximation also allows for a finite
number of tracking variables to be used in the Kalman filtering algorithm. A detailed
description of the B-spline surface approximation algorithm can be found in [13]. The
velocity measurement model uses a generalized elastic matching algorithm to measure
the velocity of each grid in a region-based object model that is represented by a collection of non-overlapping grids. The overall tracking framework is shown in Figure 1.
The Kalman filtering algorithm is used to estimate/predict the velocities of the control
points on the B-spline surfaces. The estimated control point positions are used to compute the grid velocities, which are then used to initialize the elastic matching algorithm.
The elastic matching algorithm determines the new locations of the tracked objects by
seeking to optimize an energy function defined over the velocity field. The B-spline surface control points are updated using the velocity field computed by the elastic matching
algorithm. The updated B-spline surface control points in turn are used to update the
Kalman filter parameters. The details of the proposed tracking scheme are provided in
the following subsections.
3.1 The Object Model
Given an image frame F (t), non-overlapping grid cells of size l × l pixels are imposed
on F (t) and the relevant features extracted for each grid cell. The parameter l controls
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Fig. 1. The proposed tracking model

the granularity of the object model. Let FG (t) denote the grid image at time t, i.e. the
set of all grid cells at time t. An object O(i) is modeled as a set of grid cells O(i) =
{G, GB }, where G = {gk } is the set of grid cells that belong to the object and GB is the
set of grid cells that contain the boundary points. Note that G ⊂ FG (t) and GB ⊆ G.
The boundary grid cells GB are used to localize the boundary of the tracked object.
Henceforth we refer to each grid cell as a grid for the sake of convenience.
Each grid gk has several attributes given by gk = {X, ξ, c} where X = (x, y) is the
location of grid gk , ξ = (ξ x , ξ y ) is the velocity of grid gk and c is the vector of extracted
features for grid gk . Note that each grid has its own velocity vector. B-spline surfaces
are used to approximate the velocity field of each object. Color and edge features are
extracted for each grid and denoted by the feature vector c = {cci , cei }, where cc is the
color feature vector and ce is the set of corner pixels associated with the grid.
Given an RGB color image, three new color channels are computed. The three new
color channels are a linear combination of the original RGB channels and are given by
I1 = (R+G+B)/3, I2 = R−B, I3 = 2G−R−B. These three new color channels are
more stable to changes in illumination than the original RGB channels [7]. The channel
I1 denotes the image intensity or luminance whereas channels I2 and I3 denote roughly
orthogonal color components. For each grid, the color features are the spatial average
of each color channel computed over all the pixels within the grid. The color feature
for a grid is denoted by cc = {i1 , σ1 , i2 , σ2 , i3 , σ3 } where ik is the spatial average of
color channel k computed over all pixels of the corresponding grid in the current image
frame and σk is the standard deviation of ik along the temporal dimension. When there
is insufficient temporal information for a grid, σk is initialized to a default value of σk0 .
ABOVE. An online occlusion reasoning scheme, detailed in Section 4, is used to update
the aforementioned parameters for each grid.
The Harris corner detector [11] is used to extract the corner points. The corner
feature for a grid is represented by a set of corner points ce = {cei }. If the grid size is
small (i.e. 5 × 5), very few or no corner points are detected within the grid resulting in
the absence of any structural information for that grid. Hence in our experiments, the
corner points associated with a grid are deemed to be those that are detected within a
window that is larger than the grid size and centered within the grid. Thus, corner points
from the neighboring grids are included within the set of corner points associated with
a given grid.
The similarity between two grids is quantified by the distance between their associated features. The distance between two color feature vectors is considered to be
the Euclidean distance d(cc1 , cc2 ) = cc1 − cc2 2 whereas the distance between two sets
of corner points A and B is the Hausdorff distance H(A, B) [10]. Given the feature vectors associated with two grids g and g  , their feature distance is evaluated as
d(cg , cg ) = d(ccg , ccg ) + βH(ceg , ceg ), where β is a predetermined constant.
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3.2 Velocity Estimation Model
A Kalman filter is used to estimate/predict the velocity field of an object. Note that the
term velocity field, in our case, actually denotes the control point values resulting from
the B-spline surface approximation of the velocity field. The canonical Kalman filter
used in this paper can be described using the following equations:
−
= ξˆk+ + qk
ξˆk+1
Zk = ξˆ− + vk
k

(1)
(2)

where ξ is the estimated/predicted velocity field. and Zk is the actually measured velocity field. Equation (1) represents the prior estimation of ξ whereas equation (2) describes the linear relation between the estimated ξ and the actually measured velocity
field Zk . Variables qk and vk represent random noise in the prior estimation and actual
measurement of the velocity field respectively. Both qk and vk are modeled as Gaussian
white noise with distributions N (0, Q) and N (0, R) respectively, where Q and R are
the corresponding covariance matrices.
3.3 Velocity Measurement Model
The Kalman filtering algorithm results in an estimation of the velocities for the control
points of an object velocity field, which are used to calculate the velocity (displacement)
of each grid from one frame to the next. The estimated displacement of each grid is used
to initialize the elastic matching algorithm. The elastic matching algorithm searches for
the corresponding location of the tracked object in the new image frame. Given the set
of grids G belonging to an object at time t − 1, where G ⊂ FG (t − 1), the elastic
matching can be viewed as a procedure to determine a mapping f : G → G where
G ⊂ FG (t) is a set of corresponding grids in the new image frame such that: (i) for
each g ∈ G, there exists g  ∈ G such that g  = f (g), and (ii) the following energy
function is minimized:


og d(cg , cg ) + λ
[(Xg1 − Xg2 ) − (Xg1 − Xg2 )]2
(3)
E(f ) =
g∈G

(g1 ,g2 )∈G

In equation (3), og denotes the occlusion assumption for grid g: og = 0 if grid g is occluded, otherwise og = 1; g1 = f (g1 ); g2 = f (g2 ); d(cg , cg ) is the distance between
grids g and g  (Section 3.1); Xgk is the location of grid gk ; and cg denotes the feature
vector associated with grid g. The first summation in equation (3) represents the contribution to the energy function arising from the dissimilarity between the feature vectors
associated with grids g and g  . This summation is minimized when the feature vectors
associated with grids g and g  = f (g) are similar. The second summation in equation
(3) represents the contribution to the energy function arising from the difference in mutual distance between corresponding grid pairs which can be viewed as a measure of
object shape distortion. This summation is minimized when the object shape distortion
between successive frames is minimized.
By constraining the grid pairs (g1 , g2 ) to be neighbors, the computational complexity of the second summation in equation (3) can be significantly reduced and the
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energy function simplified. The simplified energy function can be written as E(f ) =

g∈G E(g)g→g , in which

E(g)g→g = og d(cg , cg ) + λ
Xgi − Xg − (Xgi − Xg )2
(4)



gi ∈O(g)

Note that E(g)g→g is the contribution of the mapping g → g  to the energy function
E(f ). Given an initial matching G → G , an iterative local search is performed to
minimize the energy function E(f ).
Given grids g and g  (where g → g  ), we search for a grid g  in O(g  ) (the neighborhood of g  ), to see whether the alternative mapping g → g  can result in a lower
value of the energy function. If g  is replaced by g  , the overall change in the energy
function is localized to grid g and its neighboring grids gi ∈ O(g). The contribution of
the mapping g → g  to the energy function can be evaluated as:

E(g)g→g = og d(cg , cg ) + λ
Xgi − Xg − (Xgi − Xg )2
(5)
gi ∈O(g)

The overall change in the energy can be evaluated as:

∆E(f )g →g = E(g)g→g − E(g)g→g =
(E(gi )g→g − E(gi )g→g ) (6)
gi ∈O(G)

The iterative algorithm outlined below is used to minimize the total energy E(f ). Given
the estimated velocity field computed using equation (1), the initial displacement of
each grid is computed and used to initialize the following algorithm for elastic matching:
(1) For each grid g determine its initial matching grid g  as predicted by the Kalman
filter.
(2) Compute the initial energy E(g)g→g for each pair (g, g  ) using equation (4).
(3) For each grid g and its matching grid g  , compute ∆E(f )g→g for all g  ∈ O(g  ).
If there exists a g  ∈ O(g  ) such that ∆E(f )g→g < 0 and ∆E(f )g→g is the minimum
amongst all g  ∈ O(g  ), then replace g  with g  as the mapping grid of g.
(4) Repeat step 3 until there is no change in the mapping f .

4 Object Parameter Updating and Occlusion Reasoning
After computation of the B-spline surface fit to the 2-D velocity field, the grid mapping
is recomputed based on the B-spline surface representation. Suppose there are n objects
,i =
at time t − 1, where object i is associated with a corresponding grid set Gt−1
i
1, ..., n. By mapping Gt−1
to
grid
image
F
at
time
t,
the
corresponding
grid
set
Gti
G
i
t−1
t
can be recomputed such that for each grid in Gi , there is a corresponding grid in Gi .
In a multiple object tracking scenario, occlusion reasoning is invoked if several grids
from different objects correspond to a single grid git . The occlusion analysis is based on
the estimation of the conditional probabilities that the grid corresponds to each of the
several objects. The grid is deemed to correspond to the object for which the conditional
probability is maximized.
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Suppose grid g t at time t corresponds to m grids gkt−1
at time t − 1, where 0 ≤
i
be
a
grid
associated
with
object ki , that is gkt−1
∈
i < m and 0 ≤ ki < n. Let gkt−1
i
i
t−1
Gki . We assume that the color feature vector for each object ki at time t exhibits
, σkt−1
) with mean cc,t−1
and standard deviation σkt−1
.
a normal distribution N (cc,t−1
ki
ki
i
i
t
The conditional probability that g is the corresponding grid of object ki at time t is
c,t c,t−1
p(g t |Gt−1
, σkt−1
). The grid g t is labeled as ki if the conditional probki ) = N (c |cki
i
ability p(g t |Gt−1
ki ) is a maximum over all possible objects. However, this simple approach could result in incorrect labeling due to noise and inherent inaccuracies in the
object model. To minimize such labeling errors, we exploit spatial coherence. For every
grid labeled using the above procedure, we check its eight neighbors; if five or more of
the eight neighboring grids have the same label ki , we change the label of this grid to
ki . The occlusion parameter ogki is set to 1 and ogkj is set to 0, where 0 ≤ j < m and
j = i.
After the grids within the confusion area are classified, the parameters of each nonoccluded grid are updated. If the color feature of grid g is cc,t−1 with standard de
viation σ t−1 at time t − 1, and the observed color feature at time t is cc ,t then the

grid parameters are updated as cc,t = cc,t−1 + ρ(cc ,t − cc,t−1 ) and (σ t )2 = (σ t−1 )2 +



ρ[(cc ,t , −cc,t−1 )(cc ,t − cc,t )T − (σ t−1 )2 ] where ρ = αN (cc ,t |cc,t−1 , σ t−1 ).

5 Experimental Results
The proposed tracking algorithm has been applied to various tracking scenarios. Figure 2(a) shows the snapshots of the tracking of a person bowing to reach the keyboard
on the table. The dots in the figure represent the grids in the object model and hence the
object shape. The tracking result shows that the proposed scheme can adapt to changes
in the object shape. The set of video frames in Figure 2(b) show the results of simultaneous tracking of three persons in an indoor video taken with a static camera. All the
three persons are continuously tracked and the tracking scheme is shown to be robust
and resilient to occlusion. Videos depicting the above results and various other tracking
results can be viewed at http://www.cs.uga.edu/∼xingzhi/research/elastic/index.html.

(a) Object deformation

(b) Object occlusion

Fig. 2. Tracking under conditions of object deformation and occlusion

6 Conclusions
A novel multiple object tracking scheme based on Kalman filtering and elastic matching is proposed in this paper. The proposed scheme provides a general framework for
tracking of both rigid and elastic objects. It can be viewed as a generalized Kalman filter
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where elastic matching is used to measure the velocity field which is then approximated
(and smoothed) using B-spline surfaces. Control points of the B-spline surfaces are
used directly as tracking variables in the Kalman filter. The limitation of the Gaussian
distribution assumption in the Kalman filter is overcome by the large capture range
of the elastic matching algorithm which can correct for the prediction errors made by
the Kalman filter. The B-spline surfaces are used to update the grid-based object color
features. The adaptation of the object color features is subsequently used in occlusion
reasoning. Since the proposed tracking method does not rely on background subtraction, it is suitable for object tracking in dynamic scenes captured using both, a static
camera and a moving camera.
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